But, for the separated case, the reverse flow region was predicted to be slightly upstream and extended larger than that observed experimentally. The discrepancy between the computational and experimental data in the reversed flow region could be attributed to the turbulence model which was the Baldwin and To increase average kinetic energy in the boundary layer, mass removal of low energy flow in the boundary layer through multiple bleed holes is applied so that the flow is less susceptible to separation in the presence of an adverse pressure gradient such as across shock waves.
The efficiency of a bleed configuration for removal of low energy flow is often quantified by sonic flow coefficient defined as follows:
where miaeat_cho_ea is computed using the following equation 0.5318PtZA steady oil flow, the wind tunnel is rapidly shutdown to minimize a normal shock influence that is introduced during the normal shutdown of the wind tunnel. Fig. 3 shows the effectiveness of bleed rates on the surface streamline.
With zero bleed rate, Q = 0, Fig. 3(a) indicates that there is a severe flow reversal region due to shock boundary layer interaction. In addition to this, there seems to be a reversed flow in front of first row of bleed holes caused by flow re,circulation within the plenurn and the holes. 
